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SYNOPSIS [FROM THE COVER]	
Applied Minds explores the unique visions and mental tools of engineers to reveal the enormous—and 
often understated—influence they wield in transforming problems into opportunities. The resulting 
account pairs the innovators of modern history—Thomas Edison, the Wright brothers, Steve Jobs—with 
everything from ATMs and the ZIP code system to the disposable diaper. 

 
 
“The Rosie Ruiz incident presented a conundrum to [Boston] marathon organizers. Her cheating was 
obvious, but it exposed the fact that policing a race with thousands of participants is a daunting challenge. 
How could they prevent future frauds? Engineering provided a solution from a combination of inventions 
originally fashioned to address two very different issues.” 
  
“Most people were willing to forgive the sweet young checkout girl for charging $1.98 for a $1.89 item, 
but would not forgive a machine for charging $99.99 for a pound of chicken, even though such a gross 
error would never go undetected. People just do not forgive machines for making errors.”  
  
“It’s just a case of sitting down and thinking out every possible solution, step by step, one after another, 
and also having confidence that there’s a solution out there and you can find it,” Laurer said. “Not saying, 
oh well it can’t be done.”  
  
“Engineers help create solution spaces—suites of possibilities that offer new choices, conveniences, and 
comforts—that redefine our standard of living.” 
  
“It’s the rigorous, systematic problem-solving capability that separates engineers from other people who 
are perhaps more philosophical, argumentative, or blue-sky in their approach to life. I think that’s one of 
the reasons why engineers tend to thrive not only in engineering but also outside of engineering.” The 
engineering mind-set is plug-and-play; it’s an all-terrain, multipurpose tool kit. And that’s because 
“engineers are integrators who pull ideas together from multiple streams of knowledge,” says Jim 
Plummer, the former dean of engineering at Stanford University.” 
  
“Collins solved one major challenge of big races—accurately recording time and relative position of the 
runners—but he couldn’t directly solve the Rosie Ruiz problem. It took another creative engineer in the 
following years and a different technology—radio-frequency identification—to add intelligence to 
marathons and detect foul play. In recent years, electronic chips have been embedded in a runner’s clothes 
or shoes. Depending on the race, each athlete can be instantaneously tracked, with a resolution of up to a 
fraction of a second.” 
  



“THE CORE OF the engineering mind-set is what I call modular systems thinking. It’s not a singular 
talent, but a mélange of techniques and principles. Systems-level thinking is more than just being 
systematic; rather, it’s about the understanding that in the ebb and flow of life, nothing is stationary and 
everything is linked. The relationships among the modules of a system give rise to a whole that cannot be 
understood by analyzing its constituent parts.” 
  
“A specific technique in modular systems thinking, for example, includes a functional blend of 
deconstructionism (breaking down a larger system into its modules) and reconstructionism (putting those 
modules back together). The focus is on identifying the strong and weak links—how the modules work, 
don’t work, or could potentially work—and applying this knowledge to engineer useful outcomes.”  
  
“Engineering is synonymous not only to systems thinking but also systems building.” 
  
“Modular systems thinking varies with contexts because there is no widely accepted “engineering 
method.”  
  
“In the United States, for instance, recent estimates suggest that less than 4 percent of the total population 
are engineers who disproportionately help create jobs for the remainder. Certain engineering innovations 
do supplant human jobs, but they routinely help generate new opportunities and pathways for 
development.” 
  
“THE ENGINEERING MIND-SET has three essential properties. The first is the ability to “see” structure 
where there’s none.” 
  
“A structured systems-level thinking process would consider how the elements of the system are linked in 
logic, in time, in sequence, and in function—and under what conditions they work and don’t work.” 
  
“George Heilmeier—a former director of the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), 
who also engineered the liquid crystal displays (LCDs) that are part of modern-day visual technologies. 
His approach to innovation is to employ a checklist-like template suitable for a project with well-defined 
goals and customers.   What are you trying to do? Articulate your objectives using absolutely no jargon. 
  How is it done today, and what are the limits of current practice?   What’s new in your approach and 
why do you think it will be successful?   Who cares? If you’re successful, what difference will it make? 
  What are the risks and the payoffs?   How much will it cost? How long will it take?   What are the 
midterm and final “exams” to check for success?” 
  
The second attribute of the engineering mind-set is the adeptness at designing under constraints.  
  
“Even if there are no constraints, good engineers know how to apply constraints to help achieve their 
goals. Time constraints on engineers fuel creativity and resourcefulness. Financial constraints and the 
blatant physical constraints hinging on the laws of nature are also common, coupled with an 
unpredictable constraint—namely, human behavior.” 
  
“The third attribute of the engineering mind-set involves trade-offs—the ability to make considered 
judgments about solutions and alternatives.” 
  
“Science, philosophy, and religion may well be in the business of pursuing truth as it looks to them, but 
engineering is at the center of producing utility under constraints. Structure, constraints, and trade-offs 
are the one-two-three punch of the engineering mind-set. They are to an engineer as time, tempo, and 
rhythm are to a musician.” 
  



“The most crucial part of Kennedy’s vision was not the technical ambition but the assertion “before this 
decade is out.” This time pressure forced the project engineers to accomplish the objective. The Apollo 11 
mission successfully landed on the moon on July 20, 1969, ahead of the actual deadline.” 
  
“If the core of science is discovery, then the essence of engineering is creation.” 
  
“Scholars have gone on to argue that engineering occupies a separate realm of knowledge and practice—
one that’s far more secure and reliable than other intellectual traditions rooted in philosophy—and 
therefore deserves distinct respect.” 
  
“The value of science, we’ve been taught, resides in its objectivity. Ideally, science eschews planned 
outcomes. Engineering frequently runs contrary to this idea: at its finest, it’s allied with subjectivity. Yet 
objectivity can be an especially helpful principle for engineers when trying to prevent or analyze failures.” 
  
“Optimization has two basic components. The first component is an objective focused on maximizing or 
minimizing an outcome variable that is usually a function of something else.” 
  
“Optimization also includes a constraint, consisting of limitations to which the objective is subjected.” 
  
“Engineers use a variety of modeling techniques to arrive at approximate representations of reality that, 
by their nature, are not exact. Models are of two basic types: implicit and explicit . . . In implicit models, 
“assumptions are hidden, internal consistency is untested, their logical consequences are unknown, and 
their relation to data is unknown,” . . . In explicit models, the assumptions, empirical caveats, and 
equations are clearly presented for analysis and verification.” 
  
“Pressures relating to cost, efficiency, accuracy, and delivery schedule—and perhaps the institution’s 
future—led the postal department to take an engineering approach. The fascinating results are one of the 
great strengths of today’s U.S. postal system, which have benefited the rest of the world. The system’s 
designers segmented the United States into “zones,” each with a distinct five-digit identification number. 
And so it was that in 1963, following two decades of research and engineering, the postal service 
announced its implementation of the Zone Improvement Plan code. The ZIP code established a whole 
new system for connecting senders and recipients of mail.” 
  
“Not everyone was thrilled about the implementation of ZIP codes. People didn’t like having to 
remember five numbers. The three-digit area codes for telephone numbers had also come into effect. And 
businesses had started to require social security information for income tax. It all appeared to be a 
numeric conspiracy—even a communist plot. A systems optimization concept like ZIP codes required a 
massive national campaign to persuade people to embrace it, and that included a cartoon character called 
Mr. Zip. Musical legend Ethel Merman lent her brassy voice for a promotional song: “Welcome to Zip 
Code . . . learn it today. Send your mail out . . . the five-digit way.”  
  
“At least two concepts of optimization overlap between economics and engineering. The first is utility 
maximization . . . The second concept is mechanism design—which is considered “the ‘engineering’ side 
of economic theory”—as economist Eric Maskin put it in his 2007 Nobel Prize lecture.” 
  
“The main difference between the economic way of thinking (which is largely theoretical) and the 
engineering way of thinking perhaps resides in how ideas are implemented. The British economist John 
“Maynard Keynes once stated, ‘If economists could manage to get themselves thought of as humble, 
competent people on a level with dentists, that would be splendid.’ Although Keynes was stressing the 
need for a practical mind-set among his colleagues (to a certain degree), we might concede that filling a 
molar cavity is not in the same league as reducing the federal debt or deficit.” 
  



“Saunders crowed, and ‘every forty-eight seconds a customer leaves Piggly Wiggly with her purchase.” 
Saunders was a portly man who had worked for a grocer as a teenager, making four bucks a week. “He 
liked to preach,’ a journalist observed. ‘The evangelical strain was strong in him as in most rural 
Americans brought up on protracted meetings, revivals.’ An autodidact, he became an engineer by 
practice, not formal training. Frustrated with the inefficiencies of traditional grocery stores, Saunders 
studied his own store’s operations from different angles to better understand its labor demands at various 
times of day.” 
  
“A trick to improving efficiency, Ohno writes in his book Toyota Production System, begins by asking a 
simple question: Why? Repeating that question five times takes you close to the root cause of any 
particular problem in a process. Here’s a sequence of questions, for example, in Ohno’s words:  
1.  Why did the machine stop? There was an overload and the fuse blew.  
2.  Why was there an overload? The bearing was not sufficiently lubricated.  
3.  Why was it not lubricated sufficiently? The lubrication pump was not pumping sufficiently.  
4.  Why was it not pumping sufficiently? The shaft of the pump was worn and rattling.  
5.  Why was the shaft worn out? There was no strainer attached and metal scrap got in.” 
  
“ATMS offers us a three-way extension: an extension in time by keeping banking open beyond branch 
hours, an extension in space by taking banking beyond branch locations, and an extension in convenience, 
enabling cardholders to withdraw cash anytime and anywhere in the world, which was Shepherd-
Barron’s original vision.” 
  
“IT’S EASY TO MAKE ONE OF ANYTHING.”  
  
“Fleming developed his idea out of modular systems thinking. Time zones were systematically separated 
into one-hour modules for easy coordination across countries. Every 15 degrees of longitude was 
equivalent to one hour; thus, by circling the globe in 24 hours, one could cover 360 degrees. The zero-
degree prime meridian was later placed at Greenwich, England. Railroads began adopting Fleming’s idea 
and putting it into practice in 1883. The establishment of time zones spawned new possibilities for those 
working in astronomy, meteorology, power production, army, and navy—all of which needed a way to 
systematize time. Fleming’s idea was an instant hit among policy makers. Some critics called him a 
communist—the same reaction that greeted ZIP codes.” 
  
“An unexpected, but influential champion of Fleming’s idea was the president of the United States. Under 
Chester Arthur’s leadership, the International Meridian Conference was held in Washington, DC, in 1884. 
In 1885, standard time was implemented worldwide.” 
  
“I recalled poet Dean Young’s lines: This is not the river, it’s an explanation of the river that replaced the 
river.” 
  
“The British logician Alan Turing once said, ‘Science is a differential equation. Religion is a boundary 
condition.’ His impression was probably that religion is nothing more than a constraint—or even an 
impediment—to scientific progress, just as a bridle restricts a freely running horse. But in Mishra’s view, 
science and religion were like the two banks of a river, with both essential for its flow.” 
  
“FROM TRAPEZE ARTISTS to thoracic surgeons, constraints affect everyone. Yet one person’s constraint 
is someone else’s liberty. People diet and try out beach-body boot camps. Governments sequester their 
budgets and try to find meaning in frugality. Institutions are bound by their protocols and orthodoxies. 
Religions prescribe and practice constraints. We even apply constraints to get refined results from a web 
search engine. Yet the goal of these constraints is to reconsider and reevaluate our position in life.” 
  



“The world of engineering is full of constraints. Negative constraints are imposed by the physical limits of 
matter. From hardware engineers to airline chefs, and from tennis players to closet organizers, anyone 
who has worked within a defined space knows what I’m referring to. Even within the sheer constraints of 
nature, engineers pack in new features and functional capabilities while respecting the physical 
boundaries of technology.” 
  
“The opposing concept is positive constraints, self-organized scenarios that permit new possibilities 
without the limits of negative constraints. Kevin Kelly, cofounder of Wired magazine, discusses these 
concepts in his insightful book What Technology Wants, adding that these “two dynamics create a push 
in evolution that gives it a direction.” Here Kelly is discussing biological evolution, but the idea holds for 
engineering design as well.” 
  
“An engineer’s mind is an inference engine. Engineers take clues from nature and apply them to their 
work. “We fit well within a natural context. We don’t seek to argue with things,”  
  
“Listening is a fine art. “We go in and try to fix peoples’ lives as an engineer. We know how a 
manufacturing system works, but we have no idea what’s going on in their personal lives.”  
  
“Like it or not, the engineering mind-set is use oriented and outcome focused. It craves specific end 
points.” 
  
“Our lives, beliefs, and experiences set us on specific paths. Certain people are predisposed to see life’s 
challenges as hammers and nails, and such a leaning can’t be blamed on the powers of engineering. The 
best we as a society can do is to periodically review our social contract with engineering. The best 
engineers can do in return is not to waver on civil responsibilities and the trust that society bestows on 
them.” 
  
“Engineering helped put humans on the moon. Engineering has dramatically enhanced our living 
standards. But why haven’t we been able to eliminate poverty and inequality? These “moon and the 
ghetto” problems, as economist Richard Nelson dubs them, exist because there are no clear paths to 
solutions.” 
  
“To expand its peripheral vision, engineering must be educated and enriched by the vision, wisdom, and 
inspiration of creative arts, literature, humanities, sciences, and philosophy.” 
  
“Ultimately, what matters are not first impressions, but lasting impressions.” 
  
“Hitchcock’s later movie Psycho reconfirmed the filmmaker as the Scheherazade of suspense and 
showmanship. Psycho featured Hitchcock’s most inventive scene—arguably one of the most famous in 
motion pictures—in which a nude woman in the shower is stabbed to death. But “cinematically, there 
wasn’t a single shot of a knife touching [the] body anywhere,” Hitchcock said. “It was completely 
illusional.” 
 
“I am not willing to ever lose in less risky securities.” 


